“The large print giveth; the small print taketh away”
– old Hollywood film producers’ motto
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Today’s session is primarily aimed at non-insurance people and is
intended to give a general understanding of the key principles, practices
and terminology of insurance and reinsurance that may be encountered
within the insurance sector.
This is an inter-active presentation. Please contribute freely and ask
questions at any time.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
INSURANCE

What Is Insurance?
 A contract of insurance is a contract in which the performance
of one or both parties is contingent upon the occurrence of a
particular event.
 It usually and properly involves:

Transfer of Risk that ensures full or partial financial
compensation for the loss, damage or liability caused by
events beyond the control of the Insured.
..and how it works in practice is often loosely described as...

“..the losses of the few are met by the premiums of the
many..”

What Is Insurance?
 Why buy insurance?
• Statutory - because it’s a legal requirement
• Contractual - because it’s a contractual requirement
• Prudential - because it’s the sensible thing to do (and
enables risks to be taken that might otherwise be avoided)

 Insurance vs Assurance - what’s in a name?
 Main Types of Insurance
• General Insurance
• MAT (Marine, Aviation & Transport)
• Life & Pensions

Principles of General Insurance
- the Magnificent Seven (+ 1)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Indemnity
Average
Insurable Interest
Utmost Good Faith
Proximate Cause
Material Fact
Subrogation
Contribution

General Principles
1. Indemnity. Putting the Insured in exactly the same financial
position after a loss as he was immediately before.
2. Average. A corollary of Indemnity. If at the time of a loss the sum
insured is less than the value at risk then the Insured shall bear a
rateable share of the loss accordingly.
3. Insurable Interest. The insured must have a financial interest in the
subject of the insurance.
4. Utmost Good Faith (uberrima fides). An implied term in all
contracts of insurance. Parties must “play fair” and that all
information provided must be true (Marine Insurance Act 1906).

General Principles
5.

Proximate Cause (mainly first party policies). “The active and efficient cause
that sets in motion a chain of events which brings about a result without the
intervention of any force started or working actively from a new or
independent source” (Pawsey v. Scottish Union & National 1908).

6.

Material Fact. A fact that would influence the mind of a prudent underwriter
as to whether to accept a risk and if so on what terms and conditions.

7.

Subrogation. The transfer of rights and remedies of the Insured to the
Insurer providing an Indemnity.

8.

Contribution. The right of an Insurer who has paid a loss to recover a
proportionate amount from other Insurers who are also liable for the same
loss.

General Insurance - First & Third Party

Direct Business Underwriting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Classes of Insurance & Rating parameters
Basic Underwriting Principles
Types of Attachment
Excess; Franchise; Deductible; SIR
MGAs, Captives and Other Oddballs
Role of the Actuary

1. Main Classes of Risk & Rating Parameters
Property (usually First Party)
Losses Occurring/Risk Attaching During
basis
•

•

Loss of or damage to property by
accidental damage or by specified peril
e.g. fire, theft, flood, storm etc.
Consequential Loss/Loss of Profits/
Loss of Rent etc.
Usually a % or %₀ rate on sum insured
or value at risk (cf. First Loss covers)

1. Main Classes of Risk & Rating Parameters
Liability (Casualty in the USA) - usually Third Party
Losses occurring (PL) or Injury & Illness caused (EL) or Claims Made (PI
& D&O)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Liability
Employers’ Liability
Products’ Liability
Motor TP
Professional Indemnity
Directors’ & Officers’

Usually a % or %₀ rate on turnover (PL/Products), wage roll (EL)
or a flat premium

1. Main Classes of Risk & Rating Parameters

Just think for a moment about how many different risks there are
in construction projects…

1. Main Classes of Risk & Rating Parameters
Composite Risks
(b)

SME business

e.g. shops, offices, pubs, restaurants

Property, Liability, Consequential Loss

Usually a % rate on Stock sum insured reflecting type of trade plus flat premium for
Liability exposures. Cons Loss factored with Sum Insured.

1. Main Classes of Risk & Rating Parameters
Accident
• Personal Accident
Usually flat-rated on sum insured, age, occupation, hazardous
sports

1. Main Classes of Risk & Rating Parameters
Financial Risks
1. Surety & Bonds
2. Legal Expenses (BTE/ATE)
3. Extended Warranty

1. Usually a % rate on surety amount, itself a %age of that which is
subject of the surety. NB. counter indemnities taken - does this affect risk
transfer?

2. ATE usually a flat premium; BTE often sold as an “add-on” and bulk
rated
3. Most warranties are bulk-rated by type e.g. vehicles, white goods

2. Underwriting Principles
• ALWAYS understand what you’re writing.

• Always understand the scope of cover - if in
doubt READ THE POLICY (I cannot stress this
too much)
• Premium elements:
Technical

Non-Technical

Risk/Exposure

Profit margin

Claims

Expenses

Catastrophe

Commission

2. Underwriting Principles
• Rating basis
– bulk rated; claims rated; risk/exposure rated

• Spread of risk
– composite vs. monoline (relevant under Solvency II)

• Risk Appetite
– individual risks and aggregate exposures

3. Types of Attachment
Sole Insurer
• Risks where only one Insurer covers the whole of the
risk.

Subscription Business (or Co-insurance)
• Larger Commercial Lines or high-exposure risks.
• Several liability eliminates reinsurance credit risk
• Written lines - % of whole vs. % of order

4. Excess/Franchise/Deductible/SIR
• Excess: the amount for which a policyholder is always
liable before the policy responds

• Franchise: the first amount for which a policyholder is
liable after which the policy responds in full (i.e. FGU)
• Deductible (USA): means the same as an excess in UK
the three above are usually Insurer-imposed, whereas
• Self-Insured Retention (SIR): an amount, usually large,
requested by the Insured to obtain more favourable
terms

5. MGAs, Captives and other oddballs
• Managing General Agents: Coverholder and Delegated
Authority Agreements: transfer of underwriting authority from
a capacity provider to another party; agents for the capacity
provider not the insured
• Captives: specialist insurance vehicles established solely to
write the insurance business of their parent company
• P & I Clubs (Protection & Indemnity): mutual marine liability
insurance pooling arrangements; can be helpful where cover in
the conventional marine market may be volatile e.g. pollution

6. Role of the Actuary

6. Role of the Actuary
• Life Underwriting. A claim will occur and there is a
clear policy value, the only unknown is when
• General Underwriting. Whether a claim will occur and
if so when and how much are unknowns
• Claims. However, the Actuary does have a role to play
in claims reserving particularly for IBNR/IBNER analysis
on classes which exhibit long-tail liabilities

Some Things You Can’t Insure
Providing they subscribe to the General Principles, most things can
be insured. However, some simply cannot...
 Risks with no insurable interest. Such contracts are deemed to be
gambling and are not enforceable by law
 Speculative Risks i.e. those regarded as “trade risks”, usually
characterised by the fact that both beneficial and adverse outcomes
could arise e.g. financial guarantees


Risks which would be against the public interest e.g. fines and
penalties

Some Things You Can’t Insure
 And risks which are deemed uninsurable by circumstance: specific
physical risks in risk-prone areas e.g. hurricane, flood, earthquake,
tsunami etc.

The area affected by Japan’s 2011 quake has USD300bn of insurable property,
but an insured earthquake peril penetration of 14%-17% i.e. over 80% of
property risks were uninsured (Guy Carp Cat)

We’ll take a break now.
Please be back in 15 minutes.

What is Reinsurance?
Insurance for Insurance companies
and a way to...
• extend underwriting capacity (by reducing a direct Insurer’s
solvency requirement)
• manage risk retention and reconcile this with commercial
requirements
• reduce or eliminate specific risks or perils i.e. volatility
management
• enhance the perception of non-rated Insurers by a business
relationship with rated Reinsurers
• provide earnings/balance sheet protection
• provide finality for portfolios in run-off via RITC

Types of Reinsurance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Proportional
Non-Proportional
Facultative
Reinsurance to Close
Other Reinsurance Features

1. Proportional Reinsurance Treaties
• The Reinsurer takes a fixed share of each and
every policy written by the Ceding Insurer
under a Treaty account
• “Quote Share Treaty” (QS)
– typically applies to the “Whole Account” but can
be on an underwriting class basis
– “follow the fortunes” basis (i.e. the Reinsurer
takes the rough with the smooth)

Example QS basis
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RISKS

1. Proportional Reinsurance Treaties
• Typical terms:
– Treaty is ‘priced’ on the Reinsurer’s proportion of the
original GWP
– The Reinsurer pays its ceded share of each and every loss
– Ceding Commission – paid from the Reinsurer to the
Cedant for access to the business
– Aggregate Net Loss ‘cap’ – level above which the Reinsurer
will no longer participate in further claims e.g. if the loss
ratio exceeds 135%
– Profit Commission – payable to the cedant if profit
generated

Quota Share Reinsurance Example
INSURER:

Insurer ABC

REINSURER:

Reinsurer XYZ

SHARE:

10%

COMMISSION:

5%

REINSURERS EXPENSES

10%

PROFIT COMMISSION:

20% on 90% (i.e. the 100% less the RI
expenses)

Insurer ABC

Reinsurer XYZ

Net Premium: 100m x 10%

+10m

Commission: 5%

-0.5m

Claims: 80m

-8m

Result: +18.5m

+1.5m

Profit Commission: 20% on 90%

-0.27m

Net Result: +18.77m

Net Result: +1.23m

2. Non-Proportional Reinsurance Treaties
• Reinsurance will not respond until a loss exceeds the amount
chosen by the ceding Insurer i.e. the excess point

• More normally referred to as an Excess of Loss Treaty (XL or
XoL)
• The excess point should reflect the ceding Insurer’s appetite
for risk (e.g. 5% of capital)
• Ceding Insurer will do an exposure analysis which will assist in
assessing both risk appetite and cession level

2. Non-Proportional Reinsurance Treaties
• Unlike QS treaties which typically cover the whole account, XL
reinsurance is purchased for specific risks/classes of business
• Usually structured in ‘stacks’ or layers to reflect the ceding
Insurer’s projection of where the losses may fall and the
maximum amount of any one loss in relation to its own risk
appetite

• Layering is designed to spread the risk to Reinsurers
• Each layer is separately underwritten according to size and
exposure proximity (lower layers dearer, upper layers
cheaper)

Insurance Portfolio (XL)
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RISKS

Property Risk XL
EPI = US$50,000,000 / Inception: 1st January 2014
Premium to earn (to order) = US$2,250,000 (100% M&D*)
$20M

$10M xs $10M (25% RI ABC / 25% RI DEF / 25% RI GHI / 15% RI JKL / 10% RI MNO )
Worldwide (excl. Nat Cat)
$15M

12.5% RoL = $1,250,000 (100% M&D)
Lead – RI ABC (25%)
Adj. Rate 2.5%

$10M

$5M xs $5M (70% RI ABC / 30% RI DEF)
Worldwide (excl. Nat Cat)
20% RoL = $1,000,000 (100% M&D)
Lead – RI ABC (70%)
Adj. Rate 2.00%
$5M

Retention

$0M

1
Number of Losses

2

Excess of Loss Example
Layer 1
Limit: $5m
Deductible: $5m
RoL: 20%
M&D Premium: $1.00m
Reinstatement: 1 @100%

Loss 1
1.1.2014

1.4.2014

$10m

Layer 2
Limit: $10m
Deductible: $10m
RoL: 12.5%
M&D Premium: $1.25m
Reinstatement: 1 @ 100%

Loss 2

1.7.2014

$8m

Losses:
1. Loss: $10m - $5m = $5m
2. Loss: $8m - $5m = $3m
Loss 3 is more complicated.
• Only $2m of cover left from layer 1, so recovery
of $2m can be made.
• Layer 2 not impacted by Loss 1 or 2, so full cover
remains. Recovery of $2m made.
• Total Recover for Loss 3 is $4m (i.e. $2m + $2m)

Loss 3

1.10.2014

31.12.2014

$12m

Recoveries:
1. $5m - $1.0m = $4.0m
2. $3m - $0.6m = $2.4m
3. Layer 1 $2m - $0.4m = $1.6m
Layer 2 $2m - $0.25m = $1.75m
Total Loss 3 = $3.35m
Totals:
Losses = $30m
Net Recoveries = $9.75m
Net Losses = $20.25m

2. Non-Proportional Reinsurance Treaties
• A Stop Loss Treaty is a form of Non-Proportional
reinsurance that protects the portfolio as a whole.
i.e. an XL protection on a whole account, where the
losses are aggregated
• Aggregate XL Reinsurance
– Protects against severity and high frequency of
losses
– Flexible cover
– Earnings Protection

3. Facultative Reinsurance
• Facultative Reinsurance is designed to protect a specific
risk or risk element
• Placed on an ad hoc basis
• It can be used to protect individual risks, perils or
monetary exposures
– assist in the managing portfolio and risk retentions
– or for commercial reasons (i.e. be able to put down a
larger line on a specific risk)

• Rated on a case-by-case basis

4. Reinsurance to Close (RITC)
• Not as common as it once was and more difficult
to obtain, but often sought by Companies in runoff to bring finality to their portfolios
• Does not eliminate the balance sheet liability,
simply reinsures it, so some argue it is of limited
value as this still leaves the Reinsurer credit risk

5. Other Reinsurance Features
Retrocession. Refers to the process by which reinsurers buy
reinsurance themselves to protect their own portfolios and
aggregations.
 “LMX Spiral”
 retrocession business is excluded from reinsurance covers
protecting direct insurance accounts
Commutation. Is an agreement between a ceding insurer and a
reinsurer that provides for the valuation, payment, and complete
discharge of all obligations between the parties under a
particular reinsurance contract.

And finally a few insurance law cases...
We won’t discuss these now, but please look them up on Wikipedia
- they’re influential, informative and, in some cases, amusing...
• Rylands vs. Fletcher (1868) (strict liability)
• Mrs Carlill vs. The Carbolic Smoke Ball Company (1893) (contract
law)
• Pawsey vs. Scottish Union (1907) (proximate cause)
• Donoghue vs. Stevenson (1932) (the modern concept of
negligence)
• Hall vs. Brooklands Auto-Racing Club (1933) (the “man on the
Clapham omnibus” i.e. everybody’s “reasonable man”)
• Sayers vs. Harlow UDC (1958) (duty of care)
• Wagon Mound (No. 1) (1961) (remoteness of damage)

Any Questions?

peter.abbott@quest.gi
geoff.slade@britinsurance.com

